19
NEW
Scripts &
Dialogues
for a

Changing
Market

How to thrive
in a changing market
A changing market is the best opportunity for an agent
like yourself to grow your market share, increase your
commission, and build clients for life!
In this eBook, you will get 19 new Scripts & Dialogues to
use in this changing (and specifically, low-absorption)
market.
Scripts & Dialogues are simply telling the truth
efficiently. Never use 1,000 words when 50 will do.
The most important thing is to practice, rehearse and
role-play these to the point where they stop sounding
like scripts.
Remember, deliver these with conviction and
compassion!
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Fast track vendors onto the market
“Buyers are being re-rated by the banks as interest rates go up, which means
you should come on to the market now before the next rate rise. Because by
then, our buyers will have less money to offer.”
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Win the listing against the discount agent
“Are you looking for a house price maximiser or a fee minimiser?”
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To get more VPA
“What’s more important to you, the risk of over-marketing by $4k or the risk
of under-selling by $50k?”
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Delivering bad news to a vendor in a positive light
Using feedback or an offer from buyers:

“The good news is that we know what most of the buyers think the
home is worth…”
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When the vendor asks, “Can you reduce your fee?”
“If you can reduce my fee to X% would you move forward with me?”
IMPORTANT: Do not reduce your fee without getting a commitment
at the same time.
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“How’s the market?”
When someone asks you this question, use this as an opportunity.

“The market is different for different people at the moment. Are you thinking
about selling, buying, renting, or investing?”
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Chasing expired listings
Use this when the listing is coming out of agreement with another agent:

“How open-minded would you be to sit down for 5 minutes where I can
explain how we’ve been selling homes in 72 hours that other agents haven’t
been able to sell for 3 months.”
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Prospecting line for door knocking
“I am not sure if it’s for you, but I am doing an appraisal down the road today
for your neighbour who just wants a price update, would you like me to get
one done for you as well?”
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Showing a vendor why they should avoid a “cheap-discount agent”
“The most expensive thing in real estate is having a bad agent negotiate with
a good buyer.”
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What to say to a vendor who’s not listening to your feedback and the
property is overpriced
“The longer it stays in the market, the cheaper it gets. It’s like milk and bread
at the supermarket.”
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When your vendor is not accepting $1m because they’re $20k short
of their hope-to-get price
“Does it make commercial sense to go to the casino and put down $1m just to
try and win $20k? Because you might lose $1m.”
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How to get a client to open-up so you can diagnose the “real” issue
This question can be used with buyers, sellers, and just about everyone.

“What makes you say that?”
Examples:
Client: “I am not willing to pay…”
Agent: “What makes you say that?”
Client: “You are too expensive…”
Agent: “What makes you say that?”
Client: “I don’t want to spend that much on marketing.”
Agent: “What makes you say that?”
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Asking your client for a review at the end of a sale
“Just one more thing… how open-minded would you be to write a quick
review about me on realestate.com.au and/or Google?”
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Getting a price adjustment from a vendor
“At the moment you are not in the market, you are sitting on top of the
market. Your home has become a reference point that is helping sell other
homes by making them look like good value.
I suggest we re-align the value of your property by 10% because I would rather
be negotiating an offer next week than have no offers.”
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Ask this at the listing presentation so you know what the vendor
values when it comes to agent selection
A. “What’s the best real estate experience you have ever had?”
B. “What’s the worst real estate experience you have ever had?”
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How to politely tell a client that their opinion may not be right
“If I agreed with you, that would make us both wrong.”
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A leading question to get a buyer to move from ‘interested’ to
‘making an offer’
“Are you just interested in this, or would you like me to help you own this?”
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How to handle price at a listing presentation
“We could sit here all night debating price but the reality is, neither of us
would get it right because we don’t have buyer-intel.
We will have buyer-intel after we get our first 4 groups of buyers through.
So, there is no need to set the price today because it’s the process, and not the
promise of a price that will get us top dollar.
How open-minded are you for me to show you how we can get you that 10%
premium price compared to any other agent?”
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Best close at a listing presentation
“What has to happen today for you to give me the green-light and get started
so I can help you move forward?”

About Tom Panos
Tom Panos is widely recognised as an influencer and the
‘go-to coach’ in the real estate industry.
He is the founder of the Real Estate Gym.
Many of the highest-performing agents ranked in
the REB Top 100, and Million Dollar Agents across
Australasia have been through this training program.
Tom Panos has coached agents to get massive results in
a short amount of time because he knows what it’s really
like to be a real estate business owner and sales agent.
In addition, he uses evidence-based techniques from his
Master’s degree in Management (Coaching Psychology)
to train agents.
Tom Panos has been immersed in real estate for over 30
years. Starting from when he opened his own real estate
office at the age of 22, he is still one of the most soughtafter auctioneers in Sydney’s Inner West.
To have Tom Panos as your personal coach 24/7 and
train with the top 1% of agents in Australasia, join the
Real Estate Gym.
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Have me as your real estate coach 24/7 
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Structured plan to make 100 sales a year 
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+500 Coaching & interviews
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+100 Templates (marketing, prospecting, s
 ystems & processes)
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20 short courses
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Scripts & Dialogues
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Listen to podcasts in the car
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Eligible to upgrade to REGym Accountability Plus
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Around $2 a day! https://realestategym.com.au/

www.facebook.com/tompanos.training

www.linkedin.com/in/tompanos

www.instagram.com/tom_panos

www.tiktok.com/@tompanos

www.twitter.com/tompanos

www.youtube.com/channel/UCuCEk80L1R4v8DNNaJWcoEA

